
More versatile 
Legendary reliability
Tougher than ever
The RC-8 ton Row Crop Spreader Series is designed for

growers who need wide swath spreading of lime and

fertilizer, and want the ability to top-dress on standing

crops. The bolt on Easy Swap™ axle can be swapped out to

provide new wheel spacing should your row width change

in the future. All RC spreaders come standard with Cor-Ten

HSLA weathering steel hoppers. 

The RC-8010 is designed for spreading damp stockpiled lime.

The steep 53 degree side slopes and 4"drop pan combination

prevent bridging. It will also spread fertilizer, compost, litter 

and more.

The larger volume  RC-8012 is designed for  8 tons of

fertilizer while maintaining the ability to spread other materials.

■ Top-driven, dual hydraulic spinners keep the 
motors out of the product flow for longer 
trouble free life

■ Stoltzfus' standard 24" wide conveyor for multi-
material use.  The RC- 8010's 53° hopper side 
slopes prevent bridging for wet lime, and the 
RC-8012's 45° degree side slopes offer larger 
capacity perfect for lighter flowable materials.

■ Cor-Ten HSLA steel hopper for longer life

■ Spreads lime up to 7,000 lbs/acre and 
fertilizer down to 125 lbs/acre

Standard features
■ Your choice of wheel track between 72”

and 120” to match your row spacing

■ Easy Swap™ axle can be switched out for 
different wheel tracks to future proof the 
machine against crop spacing changes

■ Unibody, fully welded design to resist torsional
stresses prolonging the life of the spreader

■ Convenient electronic actuator allows for gate 
height adjustments from your tractor seat

■ Sized right for either damp lime (RC- 8010) 
or fertilizer (RC-8012) capacities

“I bought my spreader 2 years ago for lime 

and fertilizer.  It does a great job.  I’m very pleased.

It runs perfectly, no issues.” – Michael, Campbell, NY

Your choice of wheel track between 72”and 120”

Picture shows
optional equipment

A N D  O P E N  F I E L D
RowCrop™ Spreader

8 Ton Lime and 8 Ton Fertilizer Capacity



1-800-843-8731
StoltzfusSpreaders.com
Morgantown, PA  19543

RC-8010 /8012 ROW CROP SPREADER SPECIFICATIONS

Models 8010 8012

Max. load 8 tons 8 tons

Hopper volume 177 cu.ft. 331 cu.ft.

Hopper volume 142 bu. 267 bu.

Hopper length 10 ft. 12 ft.

Hopper width 78 in. 102 in. 

Hopper depth 45 in. 59 in.

Models 8010 8012

Overall  length 19.5 ft. 21.5 ft.

Overall  width 87-136 in. 102-136in.

Overall  height 106 in. 115 in.

Wheel track 72-120 in.

Standard tires 380/90R46

Weight 5,800 lbs. 6200 lbs.

Upgrade to Variable Rate 

Technology for better utilization

of valuable nutrient inputs.

The Stoltzfus Row Crop spreaders

come standard with the Easy Swap™

axle.  Choose your wheel track when

ordering. Swap in a new one if your

needs ever change.

Popular options

■ Spare axles (specify wheel track)

■ PTO-Hydraulic upgrade

■ Variable Rate Ready (compatible 
with your Raven controller)

■ Corner pockets (for sideboards)

■ Lights

■ Roll top tarp

■ 304 Stainless steel hopper

■ Shredder (breaks up large 
clumps before they hit the 
spinners)

■ Flotation tires

Shredder to chop up clumps

and give a smoother flow of

material onto the spinners

Self-contained PTO hydraulics

reduces the strain on your

tractor’s hydraulic system

Spinner motors are mounted out of the

flow of corrosive materials for

increased life

Special Sawtooth Delivery™ feature for

low rates of fertilizer still handles

damp ag lime with ease

Electronic actuator to open and close

the metering gate from the comfort of

your seat

Steep, 53° hopper side slopes
eliminates damp lime bridging on 
the RC-8010 and 45° side slopes on 
the RC- 8012 allow higher capacity 
for fertilizer and other more flowable
materials

Unibody, fully welded design resists

torsional stresses and prolongs the life

of the spreader

Discover the Stoltzfus Difference

Dealer information:


